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1. All praise be to God Who hath adorned the world with an ornament, and arrayed it with a vesture, 
of which it can be despoiled by no earthly power, however mighty its battalions, however vast its 
wealth, however profound its influence. Say: The essence of all power is God’s, the highest and the 
last End of all creation. The source of all majesty is God’s, the Object of the adoration of all that is in 
the heavens and all that is on the earth. Such forces as have their origin in this world of dust are, by 
their very nature, unworthy of consideration.    

Bahá’u’lláh:  Gleanings, p. 341 
 

2. Consider how all created things eloquently testify to the revelation of that inner Light within them. 
Behold how within all things the portals of the Ridván of God are opened, that seekers may attain 
the cities of understanding and wisdom, and enter the gardens of knowledge and power. Within 
every garden they will behold the mystic bride of inner meaning enshrined within the chambers of 
utterance in the utmost grace and fullest adornment. 

 Bahá’u’lláh:  Kitáb-i-Íqán, p. 140 
 

3. ….the signs of the Divinity of God are apparent in the realities of things and of creatures. Just as the 
terrestrial globe is the place where the rays of the sun are reflected -- as its light, its heat, and its 
influence are apparent and visible in all the atoms of the earth -- so, in the same way, the atoms of 
beings, in this infinite space, proclaim and prove one of the divine perfections. Nothing is deprived 
of this benefit; it is either a sign of the mercy of God or it is a sign of His power, His greatness, His 
justice, His lordship which imparts education; or it is a sign of the generosity of God, His vision, His 
hearing, His knowledge, His grace, and so on.    

‘Abdu’l-Bahá: The Promulgation of Universal Peace, p. 310 
 

4. Similarly, the terrestrial globe from the beginning was created with all its elements, substances, 
minerals, atoms, and organisms; but these only appeared by degrees: first the mineral, then the 
plant, afterward the animal, and finally man. But from the first these kinds and species existed, but 
were undeveloped in the terrestrial globe, and then appeared only gradually. For the supreme 
organization of God, and the universal natural system, surrounds all beings, and all are subject to 
this rule. When you consider this universal system, you see that there is not one of the beings, 
which at its coming into existence has reached the limit of perfection. No, they gradually grow and 
develop, and then attain the degree of perfection.    

‘Abdu’l-Bahá: The Promulgation of Universal Peace, p. 310 
 

5. This terrestrial globe having once found existence, grew and developed in the matrix of the 
universe, and came forth in different forms and conditions, until gradually it attained this present 
perfection, and became adorned with innumerable beings, and appeared as a finished organization. 

‘Abdu’l-Bahá: Some Answered Questions, p. 212 
 

6. As to the patriotic prejudice, this is also due to absolute ignorance, for the surface of the earth is 
one native land. Every one can live in any spot on the terrestrial globe. Therefore all the world is 
man's birthplace. These boundaries and outlets have been devised by man. In the creation, such 



boundaries and outlets were not assigned. Europe is one continent, Asia is one continent, Africa is 
one continent, Australia is one continent, but some of the souls, from personal motives and selfish 
interests, have divided each one of these continents and considered a certain part as their own 
country. God has set up no frontier between France and Germany; they are continuous. Yea, in the 
first centuries, selfish souls, for the promotion of their own interests, have assigned boundaries and 
outlets and have, day by day, attached more importance to these, until this led to intense enmity, 
bloodshed and rapacity in subsequent centuries. In the same way this will continue indefinitely, and 
if this conception of patriotism remains limited within a certain circle, it will be the primary cause of 
the world's destruction. No wise and just person will acknowledge these imaginary distinctions. 
Every limited area which we call our native country we regard as our mother-land, whereas the 
terrestrial globe is the mother-land of all, and not any restricted area. In short, for a few days we live 
on this earth and eventually we are buried in it, it is our eternal tomb. Is it worth while that we 
should engage in bloodshed and tear one another to pieces for this eternal tomb? Nay, far from it, 
neither is God pleased with such conduct nor would any sane man approve of it.    

‘Abdu’l-Bahá: Bahá’í World Faith, p. 287 
 


